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Abstract: After a few decades of increasing interest, spark plasma sintering (SPS) has now become a
mature powder metallurgy technique, which allows assessing its performances toward fabricating
enhanced materials. Here, the case of metals and alloys will be presented. The main advantage of
SPS lies in its rapid heating capability enabled by the application of high intensity electric currents to
a metallic powder. This presents numerous advantages balanced by some limitations that will be
addressed in this review. The first section will be devoted to sintering issues, with an emphasis on the
effect of the electric current on the densification mechanisms. Then, typical as-SPS microstructures
and properties will be presented. In some cases, they will be compared with that of materials
processed by conventional techniques. As such, examples of nanostructured materials, intermetallics,
metallic glasses, and high entropy alloys, will be presented. Finally, the implementation of SPS as a
technique to manufacture complex, near-net shape industrial parts will be discussed.

Keywords: SPS; metals; TiAl; microstructure; mechanical properties; shaping

1. Introduction

Spark plasma sintering (SPS) has become a widely used processing technique for a
broad class of materials, including ceramics, metals, and polymers. Consequently, signifi-
cant improvements were achieved since the review conducted by Orru et al. [1] in 2009,
allowing SPS to reach pre-industrialization. Early on, the ability of SPS to rapidly process
many different materials with improved microstructures and properties was attributed to
electricity-induced phenomena, such as the occurrence of sparks or plasma at the powder
particle interfaces (which the process was named after), the involvement of electromigra-
tion, electroplasticiy, and so on. However, after two decades of investigations, it is now
possible to discuss more accurately these early hypotheses, and to establish more firmly its
physical principles.

In this chapter, we will concentrate on the case of the metallic materials. Regard-
ing potential electrical effects, these materials exhibit the particularity of a high elec-
tric conductivity. Therefore, they have been particularly the subject of investigation of
electrically-induced effects. We will present studies devoted to these questions, but also,
more generally, to the densification mechanisms and kinetics. Then, we will present the
original microstructures, which can be achieved, characterized often by nanostructuration,
and we will present results showing the relation between the microstructures obtained by
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SPS and those predicted by the equilibrium phase diagram. This will lead us to make a
review of materials, which have been the subject of particular interest regarding their pro-
cessing by SPS: intermetallics, nanostructured materials, metallic glasses, and high entropy
alloys. Then, because processing of parts in complex geometries is becoming a major issue,
we will deal with the necessary steps involved to achieve this goal: thermo-mechanical
modeling, upscaling, and shaping.

2. Overview of the SPS Process

SPS technology consists in densifying powders by applying high electric current
pulses under mechanical pressure. This results in rapid heating and compaction of the
powder into fully dense materials. As shown in the reviews of Orru et al. [1] and of
Munir et al. [2], the principle of the SPS originates in 1922. The ideas of local heating at the
particle contacts was proposed in 1945, and the hypothesis of vaporization of superficial
oxide layers by dielectric breakdown was formulated in the 1950s. The term spark sintering
appeared in 1965, and Inoue enriched these concepts by describing phenomena, such as
electric discharge, ionization, or local melting, and developed devices based on the use of
high frequency electric currents. The works of Inoue lead to the development of Be-based
materials for missiles at the Lockheed Corporation at the end of the 1960s. However, the
extensive spreading of the current-assisted sintering technologies occurred at the beginning
of the 1990s, when the Sumitomo Coal Mining company developed the so-called spark
plasma sintering technology, based on patents of the 1960s. Since then, the number of works
devoted to the SPS approach has increased very rapidly. For example, an analysis of the
number of articles published per year containing the keywords “spark plasma sintering”
is given in Figure 1. It shows an impressive increase in publications since the first time
this term was encountered in literature, in 1994. Among this production, an analysis of the
review of Orru et al. in 2009 [1] shows that the studies on metallic systems represent ≈ 15%
of the total, a proportion probably stable over time.
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A simplified schematic of the powder sintering setup as found in most commercial
SPS machines is depicted in Figure 2. The powder is filled inside a graphite mold, gen-
erally made of graphite, consisting in a cylindrical container closed by two compression
electrodes, and this assembly is introduced into an evacuated chamber. As a high pressure
(typically around 100 MPa) and a high intensity current are applied through the pistons,
the entire setup, including the powder if conductive, rapidly heats up by Joule effect. In
fact, because the heat production occurs internally, high heating rates can be achieved
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(typically 50–1000 ◦C/min, depending on the setup, material, and intensities). As a result,
short processing times (5–60 min) can be achieved. Figure 3 gives an example of a typical
processing cycle for TiAl disks 36 mm in diameter and 8 mm thick. It can be seen, in this
example, that the current intensity reached 3000 A. Because the temperature is usually not
measured at the sample but either on the external surface of the die or inside one of the
electrodes, a few cm away from the sample, a temperature gradient between the measure
and the sample exists. In this case, corrections can be applied based on experimental
calibrations or simulations. This will be discussed in Section 5.
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3. Densification Mechanisms and Kinetics

It has been suggested that the high intensity electric current applied upon processing
could intrinsically influence the sintering kinetics and the densification mechanisms [1–3].
We present here the main efforts dedicated to verifying this hypothesis.

3.1. Microscopic Densification Mechanisms

Several mechanisms that can be induced by the high-intensity electrical current during
SPS can be classified as follow: (i) dielectric breakdown of the oxide layers at the surface of
the powder particles. (ii) Arcs and plasma generation between powder particles. (iii) Local
overheating due to a current density increase at the contact between powder particles. (iv)
Activation of electromigration and electroplasticity.

Mechanisms (i) and (ii) have been first proposed by Tokita [3]. Breakdowns of su-
perficial oxide layers, mechanism (i), were reported in many studies [4–7], but without
providing convincing experimental evidences. Arcing, as in mechanism (ii), has been
on the contrary more clearly observed between adjacent Cu powder particles 550 µm in
diameter (Figure 4) [8]. However, in this work the applied pressure was very low, which
did not reproduce the conditions encountered during an actual SPS cycle. Detection of
arcs by emission spectroscopy has been attempted by two teams. Plasma was reported
in a W powder for applied voltages >50 V by Saunders et al. [9]. Conversely, Hulbert
et al. [10] concluded to the absence of plasma in various metallic powders (Al, Mg, Zn) for
voltages≈ 1–2 V, which are closer to that observed in typical SPS experiments. Even though
spark and/or plasma events may still happen at the onset of sintering, the heavy plastic
deformation of the interparticle contact regions due to the applied high pressure may too
quickly remove the geometrical singularities at the origin of electric current intensification
and arcing.
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and Engineering: A, published by Elsevier, 2003.

Local Joule overheating at the contacts between powder particles, mechanism (iii)
has mainly been investigated theoretically. In the early works, very elevated local cur-
rent densities, leading to local high overheating at the contacts (up to 10,000 ◦C), were
computationally calculated [8,11]. The main limitation of these simulations is that they
did not consider heat conduction within the particles, which was later shown to play a
major role [12–16]. Even though more recent simulations predict local current densities
as high as ≈ 5 × 104 A/cm2 at the contacts between particles [15–17], it has been shown
that, for regular-size powder particles (≈ 100 µm), the temperature homogenization by
heat conduction takes only milliseconds, which was not compatible with stabilization of
“hot spots” at the particle contacts [15,16]. Few experimental works with FeAl [18] and
metallic glasses [19] concluded local overheating, but clear and direct evidence could not be
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provided. Therefore, the formation of “hot spots” at the regions of contact between powder
particles due to local electrical current concentrations is still debated in the literature.

Finally, the activation of metallurgical effects by electric currents, mechanisms (iv),
has been considered, because the high current densities in the particles contact
regions (≈ 5 × 104 A/cm2) are near or above the activation threshold for electroplasticity
(103–106 A/cm2) [20–22] and electromigration (102–103 A/cm2) [2]. For example, model
experiments with 3 mm Cu spheres in contact with Cu plates showed enhanced growth
rates of the sphere-plate contact zones with currents ≈ 5 × 102 A/cm2 [17]. This effect,
which could account for increase in densification rate of metallic powders by the current,
was interpreted by electromigration phenomena. However, another interpretation can
also be proposed. When the size of the powder particle increases, and reaches millimeters
and above, the thermal equilibration of the powder particles takes longer time [12,13],
and hot spots can therefore be stabilized in the contact regions. Consequently, the local
increase of the temperature can lead to acceleration of plastic deformation by creep. Other
experimental investigations have been performed by focused ion beam and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) in the contact regions between powder particles in TiAl [23] and
Ni [24]. It has been shown that the elementary deformation mechanisms were dislocation
glide and climb, followed by dislocations recovery and recrystallization. For example,
Figure 5 shows TEM images of a thin foil extracted in the contact region between two Ni
powder particles [24]. High dislocation densities, and recovery walls, can be observed. This
suggests that the observed mechanisms, which are those classically involved in power-law
creep, are not significantly modified by the electric current.
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3.2. Influence of High Intensity Currents on Powder Densification Kinetics

The effect of high intensity currents on the metallic powder densification at macro-
scopic scale has been the subject of several studies that gave contradictory results. For
example, Figure 6 shows that when increased currents are applied to a Ni powder, by use
of devices forcing all of the current to flow through the sample (setup 2), the final density
of the sample is about 5% higher than that obtained in current-insulated experiments
(setup 3), keeping the other parameters (temperature, pressure, dwell time, etc.) identi-
cal [25]. Similarly, Aleksandrova et al. [26] observed a density increase of Cu specimens
when applying currents of 1000 A/cm2, compared with experiments without current. On
the contrary, a comparison between SPS and hot pressing with Cu [27] and TiAl [28] pow-
ders highlighted similar densification kinetics (density as a function of time) independently
of the process employed.
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an increase of sample relative density of about 5% due to the electric current [25]. Reproduced with permission from Journal
of Alloys and Compounds, published by Elsevier, 2010.

3.3. Conclusions

What the investigations reported in this section agree on is that it is not possible to
definitively conclude on the role of high intensity electric currents on the densification
mechanisms and kinetics besides providing an effective heat source. Macroscopic effects are
at most moderate [26], limited [25] or inexistent [27,28]. Moreover, at the microscopic scale,
with the noticeable exception of the study of Yanagisawa et al. [8], no evident phenomena
have been experimentally detected. The densification mechanisms are consequently similar
to those classically involved in densification theories: deformation of the powder particles
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by power-law creep involving dislocations glide and climb, followed by recovery and
recrystallization [23,24]. Therefore, it can reasonably be stated that the densification of
metallic powders by SPS experiments is not governed by electrical effects. As such, the
process can be adequately modeled using Norton law constitutive relations, as will be
detailed in Section 5.

4. As-SPS Microstructure and Mechanical Properties

As a powder metallurgy technique, the SPS primarily purpose is to densify powders
to obtain bulk metallic materials of controlled density. However, because the sintering takes
place at high temperatures, it is also possible to optimize the microstructures. In many
cases, this results in improved mechanical properties. Moreover, the rapid densification
capability of the SPS technique allows obtain nanostructured or metastable materials by
using very short thermal cycles. Another important advantage of the SPS technique is
the microstructure homogeneity, which is generally more satisfactory than with other
techniques, such as casting for example. However, the distribution of the electric current
during SPS is often heterogeneous throughout the samples, which causes temperature
gradients, especially for large samples, resulting in possible microstructure variations.
Therefore, a significant effort has been dedicated to model the temperature fields in samples
and molds toward optimizing the temperature distribution in large specimens, as will
be discussed in Section 5. These microstructures heterogeneities are nevertheless less
pronounced than with casting, because in this latter case solidification leads to many
structural defects: cracks, porosities, contaminations, segregations and so on. Moreover,
the problem of temperature heterogeneity in large parts tends to be mastered, by adapting
the geometry of the molds, or by developing the so-called “hybrid” SPS technology, which
provides additional heat sources leading to decrease of the temperature gradients within the
parts. Therefore, the SPS shows now a high potential for developing advanced materials,
for parts of increasing dimensions. This section is thus dedicated to discuss selected studies
that best illustrate the potential of SPS to tune microstructures and improve the resulting
mechanical properties.

4.1. Equilibrium Microstructures

Because of the rapidity of the SPS technique, it is anticipated that the phases and
microstructures of metallic alloys can differ from those at equilibrium as predicted by the
phase diagrams. This point has been investigated in the case of TiAl alloys, for which
processing by conventional techniques in suitable fields of the binary phase diagram lead
to well referenced near γ, duplex, and lamellar microstructures [29]. It has been shown
that, in the case of the simplest TiAl-based GE alloy (Ti-Al48-Cr2-Nb2), manufacturing by
SPS leads to an accurate correspondence with the binary phase diagram (Figure 7 [30]).
Each microstructure exhibits a specific mechanical response to uniaxial tension at room
temperature and uniaxial tensile creep testing at high temperature. This provides the
opportunity to find a microstructure with an optimized balance between room temperature
ductility and high temperature properties. Unfortunately, such a compromise cannot be
reached with the Ti-Al48-Cr2-Nb2 composition as show in Figure 7. The duplex microstruc-
ture offering the best ductility exhibits high creep deformation rate and limited lifetime
(Figure 7d,f). However, because the obtained microstructures were those predicted by the
phase diagrams, it was possible to design materials of more complicated chemistries and
microstructures, based on theoretically predicted phase diagrams, to improve the mechan-
ical properties [30,31]. Thus, the beneficial roles of W on the creep resistance, through
reduction of the diffusion rates, and that of B on the limitation of grain growth, through
grain boundary pinning on TiB2 precipitates, have been investigated. This resulted in the
so-called IRIS alloy, of Ti-48Al-2W-0.1B composition, which strength at high temperature
was higher than alloys elaborated by other techniques (Figure 8 [32,33]).
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Figure 8. Variation of the yield stress as a function of temperature of the TiAl IRIS alloy elaborated
by SPS, compared with that of alloys elaborated by other techniques (TNM-HT3: forging, TNB-V2,
TNB-V21 and CTI-8: extrusion, 48-2-2: casting, 48-2-2-EBM: electron beam melting) [33]. Reproduced
with permission from Metallurgical and Materials Transactions: A, published by Springer Nature, 2016.

4.2. Nanostructured Materials

Limiting the grain coarsening during manufacturing is one of the main advantages of
SPS. Densification can occur fast enough for samples to be held at high temperature over
short period of time, typically in the order of minutes. Therefore, nanostructured materials
can be obtained with potentially original mechanical properties.

Various nanostructured metals and alloys were obtained by SPS using nanopowders
such as Cu [34], TiNi [35], Al [7,36], and W [37]. For example, in the case of Al, the use of
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appropriate SPS parameters allows to keep an extremely fine microstructure, the average
grain size being in the order of 50 nm [7]. In addition, using nanopowders [38–42], or
micrometric mechanically activated powders [43–45], nanostructured Ni materials have
successfully been obtained. In particular, these routes allowed elaboration of nanomaterials
exhibiting very high-accumulated strains during cyclic tests [38], as well as significantly
enhanced strength (Figure 9) [43]. However, in the case of nanopowders, oxides at the
surface of the powder particles were found to affect the cohesion of the material [42],
leading to low ductility in compression [39] and tension [41]. Incidentally, these results
indicate that a removal of the superficial oxide layers by electric arcs and/or plasma, as
proposed in several studies [4–7], does not seem to operate. Finally, original harmonic
microstructures consisting in nanograins surrounding large grains could be stabilized with
β-Ti due to the rapidity of the SPS process (Figure 10) [46–49]. These materials exhibited
enhanced resistance under monotonic solicitation [46,47] and fatigue [48,49].
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4.3. Metallic Glasses

The SPS technique has shown a high potential for developing amorphous metallic
materials. This is first the consequence that the pre-alloyed powders can be prepared by
atomization, the very fast cooling rates of the liquid alloy droplets (105–108 ◦C/s) [50]
during the atomization process, favoring solidification in amorphous state. Therefore,
the atomization route has been successfully employed since the late 1970s [51]. Then, to
avoid devitrification during processing of the amorphous powder at high temperature,
the SPS method is particularly interesting in reason of its rapidity. As such, many metallic
glasses have been developed as recently reviewed by Perrière et al. [52]. However, in
some cases with Zr-based metallic glasses, devitrification was observed at the powder
particle contacts at the early stages of densification, a phenomenon that was interpreted
by local overheating effects [19,53]. Such devitrification effects can be detrimental for the
development of metallic glasses by SPS, and need now to be better controlled.

4.4. High Entropy Alloys

The use of the SPS for developing high entropy alloys (HEA) results from the better
homogeneity obtained by this technique as compared to casting, and also from the very
fine microstructures, which can be achieved. However, sintering of elemental powders
is most of the time not possible, because of incomplete reaction at the end of the elabora-
tion. Therefore, mechanical alloying (MA) is frequently employed before elaboration by
SPS. Surprisingly, there were only few attempts so far to investigate the gas atomization
technique [54,55] despite the wide use of this technique to produce pre-alloyed powders.
Therefore, the works reported below only refer to materials obtained by SPS after MA.

For example, the MA + SPS route allowed to obtain Co25Ni25Fe25Al7.5Cu17.5 alloys
exhibiting strength more than eight times higher than materials elaborated by arc melt-
ing [56], Ni1,5Co1,5CrFeTi0,5 alloys exhibiting very good combination of strength and
ductility [57], and other high-strength alloys (e.g., AlCoCrCuFe and NiCoCrCuFe [58],
Al0.75FeNiCrCo [59], Ni1.5CoCuFeCr0.5 [60]). In all of these cases, the interest of the SPS
was the preservation of the nanostructuration. In addition, the possibility to mix different
powders by SPS allowed obtaining self-lubricating CoCrFeNi-(Ag, BaF2/CaF2) composites
that can reach friction coefficients below 0.26 [61].

In these studies, the rapid densification by SPS allowed retaining nanostructures,
which partially explains the high strength. Note that the potential powder contamination
during MA by the milling medium or the environment can be overcome by developing
suitable methodologies [62]. The main disadvantage of MA remains the long process time.
For that, powder gas atomization appears more suited as it has demonstrated successful
obtention of several pre-alloyed powders with metals of very different melting points, such
as Al, Ti, Re, and W [63].

4.5. Conclusions

The examples shown in this part demonstrate that the SPS allows elaborating materials
with elevated mechanical properties. Moreover, the microstructures can be accurately
predicted provided that the theoretical phase diagram is known. Therefore, it has been
attempted, in some cases, to manufacture parts of larger sizes and of increased geometrical
complexity. This is the subject of the next section.

5. Towards Elaboration of Complex Parts

Beside manufacturing materials, it has been demonstrated that the SPS technique was
also efficient for shaping. However, it has to be underlined that, if some achievements
look impressive, the development of shaping by SPS is not straightforward. Because the
processing occurs by submitting a powder to a uniaxial pressure at high temperature, many
constraints have to be considered: the electrodes move in only one direction, the volume
occupied by the parts evolves due to densification of the powder, the temperature is not
homogeneous within the material, and so on. Therefore, it has been proved useful to first
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develop predictive modeling strategies, based on multi-physics finite element methods
coupling the various physical parameters of the technique (electric fields, temperature
gradients, stress distribution). After these modeling studies, it is generally necessary to
develop suitable SPS cycles for parts of large dimensions. Due to energy limitations, most
laboratory SPS equipment have a limit in maximum sample size that is, even though
material dependent, usually around 5 cm in diameter for a couple cm in thickness. Finally,
shaping of small or large specimen is attempted, using specially designed molds. This is
this last part, which is by far the most critical, and different approaches have been proposed.

5.1. Modeling of the SPS Process

Modeling the SPS process is a complex task that requires accounting for several physics
at once. The case of conducting metallic materials has been considered in the following
references: [64–79]. As depicted by Achenani et al. [78], the ongoing modeling effort can be
divided in two categories: thermoelectric coupling to simulate temperature gradients in
fully-dense, static conditions [64–67,70,74,76,78,79], and stress distribution calculations to
model the densification kinetics [28,68,69,71–73,75,77].

5.1.1. Thermoelectric Coupling

Knowing the temperature distribution in SPS samples during processing is key to
control the temperature gradients and ensure full densification and homogeneous mi-
crostructures. However, the temperature fields within the samples and molds are complex,
because they result from two main contributions. The first one is the heat generated by
the Joule effect under the influence of the high intensity electric current. The current
distribution being non-uniform, the heat production exhibits also high variations within
the sample/mold assembly. The second is the cooling, by heat radiation from the external
surfaces and by heat transfer towards the water-cooled electrodes (note that exothermic or
endothermic reactions within the samples are here not considered.) Because the influence
of these contributions on the resulting temperature fields can be difficult to anticipate,
modeling has proved very useful. Thus, the finite element method (FEM) has been widely
employed to predict the temperature fields within the sample/molds assembly. Equations
coupling the contributions of heat production by Joule effect and of heat conduction are
solved, which are generally of the following forms:

∇×∇(V) = 0, (1)

∇× (−k∇T) + ρcp

(
∂T
∂t

)
= Q, (2)

Q = σ(∇V)2, (3)

where V: electric potential, k: thermal conductivity, ρ: density, cp: thermal capacity, σ: electrical
conductivity, T: temperature and t: time. Using this approach, Anselmi-Tamburini et al. [80]
showed that the current density profile across the sample and mold is significantly non-
uniform and highly depending on the electrical conductivity of the sample (Figure 11a,b).
Consequently, the temperature field is also non-uniform within the molds and the sam-
ples (Figure 11c). However, the shape of the thermal gradient cannot be deduced in a
straightforward manner from the current density profile, and modeling proves here quite
useful. By comparing insulating and conducting materials, Vanmeensel et al. [67] con-
cluded that the amplitude of the temperature gradient was more elevated in the latter
case (Figure 12). Similar simulations were developed and experimentally validated for
TiAl alloys by Voisin et al. [74]. As discussed in Section 4.1, Ti-Al48-Cr2-Nb2 undergoes a
microstructure transition from duplex to lamellar at 1335 ◦C. This was used as an indicator
of the local temperature to validate FEM models predictions. It was thus shown that
the predicted temperature gradients in TiAl samples was depending on the geometry
of the setup, in quantitative agreement with experimental metallographic observations
(Figure 13). In particular, the use of elongated molds allowed to move away from each
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other the hot spots created at the extremities of the molds, and consequently to lower the
temperature gradients in the parts.
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samples. For setup (a), the microstructure of the center is duplex (b), and that of the edge is near-γ with some remaining
porosities (c). This indicates a temperature gradient between the center and the edge of the sample of about 100 ◦C, in
reasonable agreement with the FEM modeling (a), which predict a gradient of 125 ◦C. For setup (d), the FEM simulation
predicts a temperature gradient between center and edge of the samples of 30 ◦C. The corresponding microstructures
are near lamellar at the center (e) and duplex at the edge (f), indicating a thermal gradient of 25–50 ◦C, close to the
simulations [74]. Reproduced with permission from Journal of Materials Processing Technology, published by Elsevier, 2013.

In summary, the temperature distribution throughout samples during SPS can be
accurately predicted with FEM. Indeed, it is a necessary tool for designing molds that
minimize thermal gradients and increase the microstructure homogeneity while limiting
more expensive and time-consuming experimental testing.

5.1.2. Modeling of Densification Kinetics

There are two ways to model the densification of porous materials: a micromechanical
approach based on analytical calculations [81,82] or continuum mechanics derivations [83,84].
The interest of the micromechanical approach is its simplicity, but its limitation is that
the model is highly idealized (random dense packing of equal spheres [81]), and can
therefore describe too roughly the actual geometrical features of the problem (e.g., powder
particles sizes distributed over granulometry ranges). Moreover, the expressions are
discontinuous for a density D of 0.9. Despite these shortcomings, it proved to be reasonably
accurate. However, to increase results precision, more complex models based on continuum
mechanics have been developed notably by Abouaf and Olevsky.

One common input to these calculations is the material constitutive law. For metals,
the constitutive laws are most of the time of the following form (Norton relation):

.
ε = A0exp

[
− Q

RT

]
σn, (4)

where
.
ε: deformation rate, σ: stress, Q: activation energy, n: stress exponent, A0: material

constant, R: gas constant and T: temperature. Using micromechanical or continuum me-
chanics models, simulations of the densification kinetics have been successfully performed
for TiAl [28,73,85], ZrC [86], Ni [77], Fe and Al [87], and Ti-6Al-4V [88]. An example of such
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calculations applied to TiAl is shown in Figure 14, in the case of a continuum mechanics
model. It can be seen that the calculated densification kinetics reproduces the experimental
one with an accuracy better that 5%. Therefore, the models seem to be reasonably accurate.
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Figure 14. Densification kinetics by SPS of a TiAl alloy, compared with modeling by Forge software
and continuum mechanics, using constitutive relations of bulk TiAl [85]. Reproduced with permission
from Intermetallics, published by Elsevier, 2017.

However, these calculations are very sensitive to the material stress exponent [28].
For example, Figure 15a shows constitutive relations for a recrystallized TiAl powder,
in which the activation parameters have been experimentally determined: n = 1.9, and
Q = 308 kJ/mol [28]. This law agrees with literature data for bulk TiAl and well captures
the SPS kinetics (Figure 15b). However, if n is changed to 3 for a same Q (= 308 kJ/mol)
for example, the constitutive relations obtained are still in reasonable agreement with
the literature data (Figure 15a), but the model predication is no longer in phase with the
experiment (Figure 15b). Therefore, it appears that the models used to predict the SPS
densification behavior are very sensitive to the material parameters, which are difficult to
accurately determine. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 15a, the constitutive relations from
literature are significantly scattered, and making proper choices of n and Q can be difficult.
Therefore, the determination of the material constants has to be carefully carried out.
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Figure 15. (a) Norton laws of a near γ TiAl alloy, taking n = 1.9 and n = 3, the activation energy being identical
(Q = 308 kJ/mol). Comparison with literature data of alloys of similar near-γ and duplex microstructures ((a): [85], (b): [89],
(c): [90], (d): [91], (e): [92]). (b) Densification curves of TiAl (D: relative density, t: time) calculated using n = 1.9 [28], and
n = 3, compared with experiment.
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5.2. Up-Scaling

Manufacturing big parts is an important issue, to obtain pieces of dimensions suitable
for industrial applications. Sintering of metallic disks up to 350 mm in diameter has been
reported [93], but a limited number of studies have been published to date. Early works
report on processing of large specimens constituted of the following materials: Al [94], Ti
(Figure 16) [95], TiAl [74,96]. One of the main difficulties, when processing parts of large
dimensions is the presence of thermal and hence microstructure gradients in the materials,
which are amplified with respect to those existing in small size samples. Therefore, the
geometry of the molds needs to be optimized to homogenize the temperature distribution
as previously discussed in Section 5.1.1 by using predictive FEM simulations. Another
method is emerging with hybrid SPS machines. Since the temperature gradients are
caused by a difference in current density between the center and the edges of the samples,
a complimentary external furnace is added to heat the entire mold, thus limiting the
temperature gradients. Unfortunately, it seems that no work on this promising approach
has been published to date.
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5.3. Complex Shaping

Finally, shaping of parts of complex geometries is also an important issue, because
this would allow to avoid or to limit machining, which can be difficult or even impossible,
depending on the material. An early study reported the sintering of WC/Co/Ni screws for
extrusion machines by SPS [93]. Unfortunately, little information is provided concerning
the methodology. Later on, a method based on the deformation of an interface between a
metallic powder and using sacrificial powders transmitting the pressure to the component
has allowed forming 3 cm long CoNiCrAlY turbine blades (Figure 17) [97]. Finally, studies
have reported on the development of parts in TiAl and NbSi reproducing the shape of
turbine blades of aircraft engines, constituted of elongated and massive portions, as long
as 10 cm (Figure 18) [30,32,98]. Here, the main challenge lied in compacting regions of
different thicknesses such as encountered in this case between the elongated and massive
portions. This was overcome by using separate plungers [98].

5.4. Conclusions

The development of simulations of thermoelectric coupling and of densification kinet-
ics proved to be key to optimizing the processing of complex parts. This enabled up-scaling
laboratory proof-of-concept to full-size components. Near-net shaping complex, full-scale
parts has been successfully demonstrated, opening the doors to a wide range of possibilities,
notably for materials hard to obtain with conventional manufacturing techniques.
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However, the challenge is now to implement these approaches in industrial processes,
and to develop integrated production sectors. For this purpose, two critical steps can be
identified: production of high quality powders, and automation of the SPS process. If
satisfactory answers are given to these questions, the SPS technology could potentially
experience a large development, because of the elevated properties reached in many cases
by the elaborated materials. Therefore, the development of SPS-based processes deserves
now increased industrial efforts.

6. General Conclusions

Over the past two decades, SPS has emerged as a technique of choice for producing
innovative materials with optimized microstructures and properties, and for shaping
complex parts. Despite the absence of demonstrated current-induced effects, the rapid
heating by Joule effect allowing short densification cycles appears very efficient at retaining
fine, homogeneous microstructures. Design of equilibrium or metastable microstructures
can be controlled, depending on the alloy and on the processing conditions. As a result,
a wide range of materials can be obtained with improved mechanical properties such as
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nanostructured materials, intermetallics, metallic glasses, and high entropy alloys. Moving
forward, introducing SPS to new industrial chains will require stepping toward more
automated processes, allowing production of parts in larger quantities.
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